
1. An aerial photo of Cam Lo  
Hill, dated 1968. Warren Atkin- 
son served there over Decem-
ber, 1967-February, 1968, with 
81mm mortars, 2/9 Marines. He 
has indicated positions of 81-
mm gun pits (red arrows point-
ing to the right), the general lo-
cation of the 81s Fire Direction 
Center (FDC) bunker (red ar-
rows pointing to the left), the 
tank park (red circle), and his 
location for the 2/9 Command 
Post (CP, orange circle). The 
green circle indicates parapets 
for 8” gun batteries that were 
occupied during his time at 
Cam Lo Hill. The cyan circle 
gives the location for the 2/9 
CP, as recalled by a 2/9 officer. 
 
2. Bill Willett, standing in one of  
the 81mm gun pits. The bunker 
in the background (left) is pos-
sibly thought to be the 81s FDC 
bunker. 
 
3. A, 81mm mortar crew, 2/9 
Marines, posed in front of the 
structure thought to be the 81s 
FDC bunker identified in Figure 
2.  
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5. A, Bill Wil-
lett: “The chop-
per is coming 
into a landing 
zone and the 
BAS is near-
by.”  
 
B, The cross 
erected next to 
the Chaplain’s 
Tent can be 
seen lying next 
to the tent in A, 
above. 

3. B, A 2/9 Marines 81mm mortar crew sitting on the 
sandbag wall of the gun pit pictured in Figure 2, 
above. The bunker directly behind the seated Marine 
wearing glasses is believed to be the FDC bunker. 
 
4. A, Martin Traiser: “3-4 HQ Cam Lo Hill.” This 
location may correspond to either the cyan or 
orange circled areas in Figure 1. B, “Tank Park.” 
This is the red circled area in Figure 1. 
C, Ron Smith: “Cam Lo Hill – Mess Tent – Tanks 
moving out, going west.” “To the right of the tent, 
approximately 25-40 yards is where the 81’s were.” 

6. “I’ll 
bet one 
of these 
tents is 
the mess 
tent, one 
the BAS, 
one the 
Chap-
lain’s 
tent, and 
one for 
the Bn 
surgeon, 
corps-
man and 
other HQ 
person-
nel.” 

If you have photos, maps, dia-
grams and/or other information 
that could help toward the goal of 
“Reconstructing a Detail Map of 
Marine Corps Battalion Base Area 
C-3, Cam Lo Artillery Position, 
1968,” please contact: 
 
Al Claiborne 
Cell #: (336) 529-2105 
E-mail: alc@csb.wfu.edu 
 
1024 Brookmeade Drive 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
27106   
 
Thank you very much. 
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7. Bill Willett: “Cam Lo Hill Shower.” 
8. Ron Smith: A, “3/4 BAS at Cam Lo Hill.” B, “Cam Lo Hill 
    BAS Corpsman’s bunker – Looking west” 

9. This photo is from Lt. Jon Schiff, who was the Navy dental 
officer at Cam Lo Hill over December, 1967-December, 1968. 
The photo gives the location of Jon’s Dental Hooch (bunker on 
the right) and Supply Tent (left), as well as the Basketball Court 
and Mess Tent. On February 4, 1968, an enemy 122mm rocket 
hit adjacent to the Marine mess tent during noon chow. The 
next round smashed right in the middle of the basketball court. 
Lt. Schiff received the Bronze Star Medal with Combat "V" for 
his actions that day, in part for having used an ink pen tube to 
perform an emergency tracheotomy on a badly wounded 
Marine. 
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Photo credits:  
Bill Willett  
Warren Atkinson 
MartinTraiser  
Jon Schiff 
Ron Smith 
 
All served at Cam Lo  
Hill over 1967-1968. 

The McNamara Line, the Strongpoint Obstacle System, and 
Project Dye Marker. Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara had 
first suggested a mined, wire barrier stretching across northern 
South Vietnam in April, 1966. The idea for this anti-infiltration 
barrier, the "McNamara Line," originated with a special study 
group he had convened and envisioned an unmanned barrier 
replete with acoustic and seismic sensors, monitored and 
supported by U.S. aircraft. When the proposal failed to generate 
enthusiasm, General William Westmoreland proposed a 
modified alternative – a cleared strip of ground traversing the 
eastern corridor to the coast, just south of the DMZ. 
"Strongpoints" spaced along this barrier would support its 
objectives. Sec. McNamara approved the plan on December 19, 
with the goal of having that barrier operational by November 1, 
1967. 3rd Marine Division Command, realizing full well that 
priceless manpower and equipment resources would be 
diverted from the combat front, resisted the plan. But by early 
April, 1967, clearing of a 200-meter-wide trace between Con 
Thien (strongpoint A-4) and Gio Linh (A-2) had begun. There 
would be four "battalion base areas," C-1 through C-4. C-2 was 
on the Military Supply Route connecting Con Thien with 
battalion base area C-3. But by late summer, 1967, as predicted 
by III MAF and 3rd Marine Division commands in their earlier 
objections, enemy pressure was putting a tremendous strain on 
the Marines involved in constructing SPOS. Westmoreland 
applied his own pressure on III MAF in October, the acronym 
SPOS now transitioned to "Dye Marker," and by the end of 
December, all strongpoints except A-3 were reported complete. 
All battalion base areas except C-3 were also reported complete, 
with C-3 ~70% finished. Construction had consumed greater 
than 750,000 man (= Marine)-days, and losses of equipment due 
to NVA activity were greater than $1 million. There is no 
estimate of American military casualties incurred in behalf of 
Project Dye Marker. The stage was now set for 1968, The Year of 
the Monkey in the Chinese zodiac. 
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